
 

The Church has Left the Building – the Survey  
 

Introduction to the Project 
People who signed up to the course “The Church has left the Building: how will we combine online and 

in-person church?” with United in Learning, the online learning platform of the United Church of 

Canada, were asked to complete a survey. The intention was for the organisers to be able to tailor a 

course according to the following questions: 

1. What ministries has your church participated in during the pandemic (click all that apply)?  

Please describe the "other" ministry  

2. Which of these ministries are new ones that did not exist prior to the pandemic and why did you 

start them? Describe your experience with these new ministries.  

3. What ministries are working best during the pandemic and why?  

4. What ministries have you not been able to provide during the pandemic?  

5. What applications are you using? (click all that apply). What "other" application are you using?  

6. Describe the membership and visitors (new and old) of your ministries and how they have changed. 

Intention: the questions were worded to accommodate the broadest type of answers. Questions two to 

four were designed to encourage initial commentary on what they did during COVID-19, what was new, 

and then further reflection on the activities and their effects and efficiencies. Question five was included 

to provide insight into how broadly communication tools were used. Question six was intended to 

motivate a reflection on the individual’s congregation while it went online. 

 

Participating parties 
United in Learning is a ministry out of the United Church of Canada’s head office. 

Toronto United Church Council is a United Church corporation that connects resources with ministry. 

TUCC provides access to professional advice, financial support, and leadership development. Serving 

primarily southern Ontario, TUCC helps communities of faith and ministries within and beyond the 

United Church meet the social and spiritual challenges of the day. Its information resources are made 

available beyond regional and denominational boundaries. As an organisation that is supporting place 

and property related issues, TUCC has recognized that with the Coronavirus pandemic the church also 

includes the online field. 

The author’s professional role is at Toronto United Church Council (TUCC) in the area of property and 

mission. As Associate Director in between these two areas, the author works with congregations and 

church constituencies focusing on varied aspects to do with their building – be that the physical or the 

online space.  

The course was set up to support congregations across Canada who are looking to continue delivering 

church services using the online platform(s) that they established during the pandemic. This implies a 

certain bias among the responding participants toward favouring doing church online.   

https://www.united-in-learning.com/index.php/webinars/recordings/405-the-church-has-left-the-building-session-1-recording
https://www.united-in-learning.com/index.php/webinars/recordings/405-the-church-has-left-the-building-session-1-recording


 
Description of the sample 
The map below contains an overview of where each of the 192 participating congregations is located, 

based on their postal code. The regions not represented among the participants included the Northwest 

Territories, Nunavut. The most congregations signing up for the project came from Ontario (151), while 

Yukon (1), Quebec (1), Prince Edward Island (2), Nova Scotia (3), New Brunswick (5), British Columbia 

(13), and Alberta (16) had a number congregations participating.  

 

 
 

Methodology 
350 questionnaires asking the questions summarized above were completed as of Friday 21st May 2021 

at 8am (EDT). The results were compiled in a master Excel spreadsheet and were subsequently collapsed 

into one dataset per congregation that included all entry points from each participant from that 

congregation. Altogether datasets from 192 congregations were established.1  

The table in Appendix 1 provides a list and an explanation of each of the code terms used. The answers 

to the free-text questions (Q2-4, and Q6) were coded using themes that were particularly related to the 

situation at hand. For Q2-4, the code terms were kept similar to ensure data could be extracted.  

 

 
1 The postal codes were added to each of the participating congregations mainly to produce the map below. The 

details about the postal codes can potentially also be used to further analyse the activities of the congregation’s 
based on socio-economic clustering.  
Using the statistics from UCC, the participating congregations can be clustered according to membership size, 
building size to analyse activities during the pandemic. This data is held by UCC head office.  



 
Observations and Questions 

Question 1: What ministries has your church participated in during the 

pandemic? Please describe the "other" ministry  

Graph 2 provides a summary of replies to the first question: what ministries have happened during the 

pandemic. Almost 100% of the congregations delivered online worship. And they ensured that their 

administrative and governing responsibilities were adhered to. The least delivered ministry were groups 

for seniors, children, and youth.  

 

Graph 2: Responses to question 1 

 

Almost 50% reported that their foodbank/clothing bank was attended to. As these activities are usually 

based on direct interaction with their audience, congregations had to adapt their processes and 

procedures according to public health regulations. 

 

Question 2: Which of these ministries are new ones that did not exist prior to 

the pandemic and why did you start them? Describe your experience with these 

new ministries. 

Question 2 asked what type of new ministry were congregation able to deliver. The predominant answer 

provided indicates the fact that congregations switched their delivery mode to online communication. 

The second largest new ministry started focused on spirituality, such as prayer or meditation groups. 

The third and fourth ministries listed both focus on people who cannot access services online. This is 

either seniors who do not have access to wifi or people requiring food and other direct services.  
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Graph 3: Responses to question 2 

 

"We changed to a different delivery mode, and scheduling (more often)." 

Reviewing the number of new activities, the question remains, what has been learned? How many of 

the ministries will be carried on? Are these temporary activities or are they new ministries for the future 

of the congregation? 

11% and 7% of the responses mentioned that they have introduced new spirituality and educational 

ministries. Were these just ‘passing the time' activities or was there a previously undeveloped need for 

attention to these topics? Is there now an opportunity for spirituality growth within these 

congregations?  

 

Question 3 +4: What ministries are working best during the pandemic and why?; 

What ministries have you not been able to provide during the pandemic? 

Question 3 and 4 focused on what worked well and what did not work well.2  

 

 
2 The responses to Question 4 reflected different understandings of the meaning of the question. Some people 

focused on what aspects they missed about church as they knew it before the pandemic. 
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Graph 4: Responses for question 3 

  

Graph 5: Responses to question 4

 
 

Worship and fellowship ranked among the top three in each chart. Responses regarding what did not 

work well are more evenly spread (within <5% differences) across seven ministries: social outreach, 

fellowship, worship, groups, pastoral care, in-person activities, music.  

50 congregations emphasized that they missed in-person activities (26.04%). Might it be that the other 

two-thirds who did not emphasize this were able to move through the stage of ‘missing the in-person’ 

were better able to undertake more new initiatives? 
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Compared to 57 congregations who felt they could not keep up their social outreach (29.69%), 19 

adapted their outreach ministries (8.85%). What is to be learned here? How did the 19 alter the 

ministries in this area despite the lockdown challenges? Is it a matter of taking on new ways of 

delivering the service or did they initiate new things? 

As referred to with “communication”, 24 congregations (12.50%) mentioned they reached out to people 

without access. Oftentimes, this includes seniors in care homes or residences. Some of them had not 

been to church in a while – even before the pandemic. Using technology, for example, by providing the 

care/senior home with a link or by setting up a senior with a tablet for the service, these people were 

able to worship - online. Also, mail, phone, and over-the fence communication was mentioned several 

times. Is there an opportunity for ongoing intentional ministry, using the new or the traditional means of 

communication for people like this who did not have much connection prior to the pandemic? 

Fellowship, worship, and church groups were the most recorded categories among what people 

reported did not work well. Other than technical problems or lack of IT literacy, what issues did 

congregations encounter that undermined such ministry? What made fellowship work online? What 

criteria can be used to evaluate this? 

Education - bible studies/Alpha courses, and theme-based discussion groups, together with fellowship 

activities, were reported to have worked well. These education programs were particularly related to 

why some congregations attracted new visitors. Going forward, these activities can/should be 

maintained, but how? 

Another point: fundraising was a challenge. We noted this among 17 responses (8.85%). But four 

congregations remarked that they were successful with online-based fundraising activities (2.8%). Why 

were they successful? Did they create completely new projects or did they adapt previous 

events/activities to suit online participation? 

49 mentioned in-person music was not happening (25.52%), versus 22 reporting that it is not only 

happening, it is working well (11.46%). The experience of making music and singing together is a 

fundamental element of the church and faith experience. Key elements from those who found it a 

success should be learned. 

Volunteers were mentioned 14 times as crucial to making new ministries a success (7.29%). Working 

with technology was a learning for many but in many contexts they came through. Equally, it was an 

opportunity for new members, visitors, children of members to actively participate in ministry. Retaining 

those people by asking them for continuing participation or contributions could be a way forward. 

Equally, a lack or decline of volunteers was a factor mentioned in question 3 to explain why ministries 

were not as successful. The question was not asked but it should have been. Many people throughout 

the questionnaire shared examples of opportunities for collaboration. Seeking them intentionally to 

make congregational life happen can be an opportunity for new initiatives. 



 
Question 5: What applications are you using 

Graph 6: Responses to question 5 

 

Question 5 looked at the type of communication application that the congregations are using. The most 

used tool is the online application Zoom. It is notable that the phone, mail and in-person encounters 

were ranked as 2nd, 5th, and 8th. These are three tools mostly used to reach out to people who cannot 

access internet-based communication.  

Facebook, YouTube for broader outreach, and Zoom for group-based activities, were the most employed 

online-based platforms. Instagram is a less used communication tool among congregations, although 

this is the application most used by younger demographics, who congregations proclaim to miss so 

much3. 

To sum up our findings to this question, congregations have been able to use new tools to build a new 

home. While the church building had to be closed, they found new and traditional means to be 

together, so as to say - to be church.  

Communication tools represent culture. Web 2.0 (social media) initiates relationship-based interaction 

as opposed to mono-directional communication (radio, TV, email, early forms of internet). At the onset 

of the pandemic, few congregations had a prior experience of such a situation and therefore everybody 

faced a similar starting point in the encounter with the specific situation of online communication. It was 

almost as though the pandemic created a level playing field from an emotional, technological 

perspective.  

 
3 “Social Media Demographics to Inform Your Brand’s Strategy in 2021,” Sprout Social, March 9, 2021, 

https://sproutsocial.com/insights/new-social-media-demographics/. 
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With the switch to online, congregations realized that the delivery mode of their content needed to be 

more relational so that ministry could remain authentic. Adapting to a new form of communication has 

created a new culture.  

Many forms of digitality were known among part of the membership. But using it to the extent that they 

have now begun to do within a very short time has had effects. As one participant shared 

“We have lost a few [people] because they were upset the building was closed. But we have gained 

some as well for various reasons. Our shut-ins who have internet access and can do some basic tech are 

LOVING the online because they are able to see their community. The children and youth struggle 

because they don't want to "do" online church but are still participating in different ways.” 

 

Question 6: Describe the membership and visitors (new and old) of your 

ministries and how they have changed 

Graph 7: Responses to question 6 

 

Question 6 looks at the number of members and visitors participating in church activities. Appendix 2 

provides explanations for the codes used for this question. 105 (54.69%) congregations reported 

experiencing more people and having visitors joining them for online worship, fellowship, or other 

ministry. A further 13 (6.77%) reported on retaining members they would otherwise have lost contact 

with (due to moves, etc.) This is an indication of potential church growth. The question of how to 

maintain and intentionally engage these visitors is the next challenge. Four congregations mentioned 

that they were beginning to think about this and plan for it (2.08%). 

38 of the congregations (19.79%) acknowledged that due to the change to online delivery a group of 

members cannot be reached. 
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The demographic in congregations is predominantly senior people. Turning to an online mode of 

delivery allowed more continuous attendance (2.08%), both throughout the dark winter months with 

sometimes treacherous road conditions and in the summer months when people are at their cottages.  

 

Summary and theological remarks 

These general observations from the survey suggest several opportunities for theological reflection. I 

outline four in what follows.  

 

In-reach: seniors and people with disabilities 

Acts 6:1-6 sets out the call for deacons to support the widows to extend the community. In the study at 

hand, we observe that a number of congregations followed that call when they recognised the 

limitations of the new mode of communication. They made sure that those who could not access the 

Internet were still included in worship life. Moreover, on multiple occasions, the seniors who previously 

could no longer participate in the life of the church and were potentially more shut-out due to the 

pandemic regulations, were provided access to online communication by some of the congregation - by 

setting up suitable technology to their house or to the LTC facility. This suggests that many churches 

continue to understand such outreach to their marginalized members to be a core feature of their 

identity. 

However, for some the pandemic brought out shortcomings especially in the areas of ministry with 

seniors and disabled people.  It was simply accepted that people with disabilities would not participate 

at worship (anymore).  

 

Social outreach 

The United Church states that “as we lead lives of compassion and justice, the poor must have priority… 

over the wants of the rich.4” Likely based on such theological vision statements, a number of the 

congregations reported having projects for social outreach. During the pandemic, however, the survey 

revealed that for a majority responding these ministries were let go. Only a few congregations worked 

hard to find ways to adapt to the regulations and looked to ensure that the people in the community 

would be able to access the services that they depended on. What are the reasons such congregations 

had for putting the ministry aside entirely? What does this say about the depth of their commitment to 

their social outreach mission? How is it that the church can be prepared to set that aside when they say 

that it is at the core of their vision? What would help to instill such ministry efforts again? Moreover, 

what resources (material and spiritual) did those congregations bring forth during these times? 

 
4 “Ending Poverty,” accessed May 30, 2021, https://united-church.ca/social-action/justice-initiatives/ending-

poverty. 



 
Faith Formation 

The UCC seeks that “we create a faith formation ecosystem in the United Church rooted in prayer, Bible 

teaching/study, and an awareness of God’s presence and engagement in people’s lives.5” The results of 

the questionnaire show a great number of new faith formation and educational activities being started. 

This might mean that there was a desire for such spiritual nourishment. The baptismal and ordination 

commitments call for such ministries, yet one wonders how actively these congregations were 

committed to them prior to the pandemic. Has there been a lack of formation activities, which the 

impact of the pandemic had led people to desire in more direct ways? This longing for answers and 

formation is an opportunity and a calling for the Christian community to fulfill. Matthew 28 is even more 

at stake in the light of this - going out into the world and making disciples. This appears to have been 

happening in new ways by adopting online activities. It will be interesting to observe the extent to which 

this commitment is sustained once the pandemic lockdowns are lifted. 

 

Discipleship 

The new mode of communication has attracted new visitors who might become members of the 

congregation and it has retained old members. The significant interest in spirituality and educational 

programs, which includes bible study, can be seen as a sign of an opportunity for new discipleship 

development.  

While the forming of new disciples involves aspects of worship, prayer, and education – all of which 

have been delivered through online church, the congregations’ responses did not include indications 

where and how living out the call to work for justice was delivered.  

 

 

Although the full impact of the COVID pandemic on the life of the communities of faith is yet to be 

determined, the survey by United in Learning together with TUCC has brought into view some 

preliminary insights and has raised emerging ecclesiological questions. As we have shown, the in-reach 

and the out-reach ministries have seen significant changes, either because they have been 

altered/newly developed, or they have been abandoned. Faith formation and discipleship are equally 

areas that will need to be discussed to include all new opportunities. 

  

 
5 “Faith Formation,” accessed May 30, 2021, https://united-church.ca/community-and-faith/get-involved/faith-

formation. 



 
Appendix 1: The coding table for questions 1-4 
 

code explanation 

children / youth 

group 

groups specifically set up for children or youth – except for question 1, all other 

responses grouped children and youth ministry in one category. 

collaboration teaming up with other groups, communities of faith and sharing expertise, resources 
to jointly deliver ministry 

council meeting governance meetings of the congregation  

COVID-19 

emergency team 

groups set up to understand the continuously changing public health regulations 

and how they apply to the congregation 

donation in-kind gifts, for example food, clothing 

education bible study, book club, discussion group with a ministry related theme 

fellowship get together under the congregation's banner; coffee hour and other social 
meetings have been included under ‘fellowship’. 

fitness intentional fitness activities under the congregation's banner 

music/choir music ministry – including choir ministry 

outside outside ministries where members and visitors got together 

pastoral care activities that intended to provide emotional, spiritual and physical support 

seniors’ group ministry specifically focused on getting seniors together 

social outreach reaching out to the community to deliver services to those in need. Foodbank and 
clothing banks have been included under ‘social outreach’. 



 

worship  gathering of the community of faith for prayer, liturgy, and sermon 

Appendix 2: coding table for question 6 
The responses for question 6 required a different coding table. 

 

code explanation 

diverse membership is diverse 

decline membership has declined 

continuous continuous attendance to congregational functions is possible because of online access 

plans congregation has some sort of plans (intentions to work on it) regarding visitor retention 

retention previous members have joined online activities 

unchanged congregational membership has stayed unchanged 

young congregation has members and/or visitors from a young(er) demographic 

loss 
members who cannot participate in online activities due to lack of wifi / technology 

expertise 

senior congregation has members and/or visitors from a senior demographic 

more people congregation has attracted more people to their activities - worship, other activities  
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